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1. The Amazing Adventures of Axeman 2. Axeman gets his first axe from his father at the age of five, as is customary in the
barbarian village of Graalheimsdorf. 3. He grows to be humongous, and by the time he’s fourteen he needs a new axe to match
his massive yet well-proportioned body. (haw haw) 4. The new axe is forged by the greatest blacksmith this side of the Riesenthal
mountains. 5. It is magically imbued by the most powerful wizard in the realm. 6. At sixteen, he is the biggest and the strongest
man in Graalheimsdorf. He sets out on his amazing adventure.

1. The Amazing Adventures of Axeman the barbarian 2. Axeman has grown too big for his small home village of Graalheimsdorf,
so he sets out in search of adventure. (Go boy.)(Sqwee!) 3. He goes about doing what he does best. (Chop!) 4. De-cap Attack!
5. He kills everything in his path. (Sqwee!) 6. Then he builds a chair for his cave from the bones of the dead. (It will go well
right in the middle of the room.)

1. Axeman sitting on his throne of bones. (Mwah hah hah hah) 2. (Heee...) 3. (Wha-?)(No!) 4. (No, Asgeir!) (Clac clac) 5. (Bad)
(Whack!) 6. (Go eat those...)(...giant wooly rats that I gave you. )(Squee) 7. (You ate them all already??) 8. (You’re not getting
any more! You...)((My bicep looks good in this light))(...you must mind your diet.) 9. (Whack!)(No!) 10. (Whimper) 11. Axeman doesn’t like it, but sometimes it is necessary to be strict.

1. Axeman is out riding on Asgeir 2. It starts to rain, 3. which messes up his hair, 4. and gets him really upset. (Rrrhaa!)(No!
Please!) 5. Women 6. children 7. centaurs 8. and even fluffy animals suffer under his wrath. 9. He notices how his muscles
get all pumped up. 10. They are bulgy and nice and shiny. 11. This puts Axeman in a good mood. 12. Later his hair dries. It
is a good day after all.

D

o you remember when you were a kid with a tape recorder and the claim of making
music using bits and pieces from here and there? You wanted to mix that beat of a
song with a hysterical scream of the radio program presenter. Or, you wanted to extend
that riff you were so keen on – and, in that time you did not know the term Drone?
The Dadaists, William S. Burroughs, the Situationists, Hip Hop and Techno gave the
theoretical, technical and artistic basis and, the digital world gave us the tools for an “age
of editing”. When we prepare ourselves to write a passionate e-mail or a grey report at the
office, we are used to write, correct, rewrite, cut an excerpt and put in another paragraph,
re-use a text for another purpose even if it is just changing the name to whom we will
address it to! This means, we live a culture of “copy / paste” – hence, art forms adjusted
other terms like “remix” or “mash up”.
Meanwhile the copyright laws agonize (without knowing who are they going to pimp
next) and it seems impossible that one will commit official crimes such that happened to
John Oswald or to Negativland (1) a few decades ago – but this is not true as you will see
later. Despite the fame of legal battles in music industry, in fact, the biggest legal cases
of copyrights happen (and still are) within the American comics industry and in Europe,
with the unbearable Moulinsart Foundation persecuting everything and everyone that
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Perhaps the most common forms of “comix remix” are the “cadavre-exquis” (or “Comix
jam” as they are known) in which several people meet at an event and make an improvised
comic. Each author writes and draws a panel, gives it to another author to be continued
without exercising any control over what will happen to his original story. Generally it
works well when your group of friends joins together in the same bar for years and has
nothing new to discuss about... The “cadavres-exquis” are a collective catalyst of the subconscious where some narrative chaos reigns (not to mention graphic).

uses the old Tintin and his bitch, Milou. The extreme defence of copyright in comics is
another peccadillo in the dark history of comics. But, this is not what I want to talk about
but, the possibilities of a “remix” culture in the medium of the “comix”.
Only 50 years ago that comics started to explore the automatism (thank you Robert
Crumb and Moebius for taking drugs!), the autobiography or the author’s self-representation, journalism, essays or chronicles. Not to mention the general delay for institutional
respect. We can’t stay out of this “age of editing” and let the DJs steal the whole cake!
Prepare that pair of scissors and glue! Download Photoshop right now!

COMIX

By Marcos Farrajota

surreal nature of his works. Une Semaine de Bonté is amazing because it shows how Ernst
accounts various crimes of passion with “disconnected” images. The characters have different heads or bodies in every page of the tales. Each “collage” uses different image
sources to represent the same “figure” maybe because Ernst didn’t have several copies
of the same magazine or maybe he didn’t want to repeat itself or cared. For the fatalist
ones that keep saying “everything has already been made”… it is true! Ernst was the first
“comix remixer” of the world!

REMIX

However, this process can also be orientated to a purpose, with a previous script, as it
happened with The Worm: The Longest Comic Strip in the World (Slab-O-Concrete +
The Cartoon Art Trust, 1999) written by Alan Moore and drawn by and a galaxy of greats
(2). With the aim of creating funds for the Cartoon Art Trust in 1991, through an awesome media event, 125 illustrators attended it in order to make 250 panels exposed in 75
meters long and, as such, gaining the status of the largest comic strip in the world for the
Guinness Book. The narrative goes through a utopian dream of a comic’s author reviewing the entire process of the progression of humanity and its relationship with comics,
from cave paintings to hieroglyphs and from the Bayeaux tapestry to modern comics.
The plan of the strip is explained in the book about the project, including commentary
on how carefully Moore took care of each panel. What makes this comic strip different is
the collective way it was created and accomplished, as well as, the presence of the artists
and the mixture of graphic styles, panel by panel.
More interesting was the compilation Twilight Jamming: Serbian underground comic
jams by family and their further relatives (Silent Wall Army, 2008), which is a “best
of” comix jams held in Serbia, where there is a tradition of this kind of comics. The most
radical experience as an artistic manifesto comes from the author Wostok who states
that: Year after year it was getting harder and harder for me to force myself to read some of
those “professional” and “high quality” comics. And when I had almost lost all hope that it is
possible to find something really new, fresh and creative in comics, it happened that I came across
the stories and drawings of an absolute amateur. That person was my four year old daughter
Lola. Perhaps this discovery has helped Wostok becoming a tireless instigator of comics
workshops; these are made with groups of people in villages, towns and cities, in or out
of Serbia. And since Wostok has been publishing the end results of these workshops
he deserves to be also in Guinness Book for releasing the longest issue-run fanzine - I
think his zine Krpelj exceeds 600 issues! One of the comics presented in Twilight Jamming
uses a text by Kate Hodges about the mythical and hallucinated English songwriter and
producer Joe Meek (1929-1967). Wostok hanged around Serbia and Germany “forcing”
people, who met him on his way, to draw a panel or a strip for the above mentioned text.
The advantage over The Worm is really the amateurism that reaches the point of having
participants who don’t draw but cut out pictures; for instance, there is a panel that has a
Kurt Cobain’s photo or other panels use some popular Italian comics, in an unrelated and
out of the rational relation between image and text that creates a whole new discourse
between them – or maybe not as we’ll get there soon! This “Meek comix” exults a dirty
surrealism by the funny childish way how images are drawn (or pasted) by the participants
who did it without any documentation at all. Meek’s biographical comic turns out to be
so black and mystified (in pictures) as it really was his life.

PART 1

Driven by the force of silence, a door is
wide
But as I was trying to say, there isn’t a new discourse in Meek comic if we recall two
wonderful comic books done by Max Ernst (1891-1976): La femme 100 têtes (Éditions du Carrefour; 1929) and Une Semaine de Bonté (Jeanne Bucher, 1934) (3). Both
books are “graphic novels” like many others that were published around the world in
the 30s of the last century. These “graphic novels” are usually identified by using one
image per page (or even one per sheet) surpassing the narratives in more than 200
pages and with themes that were not for children and juvenile entertainment, like He
Done Her Wrong (Doubleday, Doran & Co.; 1930) by Milton Gross or Destiny: A story in
pictures (Delphin; 1930) by Otto Nückel. In fact, the existence of these books reveals
another sin of Comics - not recognizing the graphic novel as a valid format until
later with Maus, by Art Spiegelman (1986). Yet, the main difference between this
graphic novels and Max Ersnt’s ones is that these use “collage” to illustrate text,
manipulating images of Victorian engravings, such as, epic tragedies (accidents)
or daily life events (sordid environments), animals and vegetation, ethnographic
and mythological characters. The “collages” naturally gather disproportionate
objects and human figures because there were no Xerox machines (or Photoshop!) to reduce or enlarge images which in the case of Ernst reinforces the
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Fatalists will still be angrier because in 1973 another step forward to this unusual
type of comics was given by the Spanish author, Chumy Chúmez (1927-2003)
and his album Una Biografia - an album of 104 pages in large format (27x35cm).
It says in the introduction of the Grupo Libros edition (1994) that the author
took five years to make this album, three of which, to gather the images, to cut
and to assemble them. The pictures were also taken from illustrated magazines
of the 19th century, so in essence they are also engravings, offering, as in Ernst’s
books, some formal and aesthetic coherence. Chumez also admits that he did
not want the pictures/ collages to gain a surreal dimension, which one concludes
that he was acquainted to Ernst’s books but he didn’t want to be compared to,
although it is almost inevitable because there aren’t many “comix collages works”
out there! Where we clearly distinguish the differences is in the page composition; always composed of three strips per page, and the text beneath each strip,
a rigid, traditional and easily recognizable comics template. The feeling that the
images convey is of cinematic plan, which is not surprising since Chúmez besides
a cartoonist was also a filmmaker (4). There are perfectly amazing sequences in
the book: the dream, the fecundation in a microscopic view, the birds (of death)
or the lion scenes.
Most likely there is around the world more of this “type” of work, this means,
comics entirely made of collages. Taking the chance of sounding like an ignorant
nationalist I would dare to comment on a Portuguese modest intervention of the
5 pages comic Avés Marias Rap by Diniz Conefrey published in the magazine
Lx Comics #2 (MFCR; Autumn 1990); it “flips” a rap about Lisbon using drawn
pictures inspired by tourist brochures images, photographs and a “mash-up” of
texts by the Portuguese poet Cesário Verde and 50s National Geographic report
about Portugal. It’s a melancholic portrait of a poor country that relies on tourism, and it’s also a little wild gold nugget produced under the influence of David
Byrne’s and Brian Eno’s music, more than any other visual work.

Property is a theft
The French love the term “detournement” - you take an image and you substitute the original text giving another meaning. The Situationists had enough of it using and abusing this
funny art technique during the 60s, later, the Punks kept this idea in full steam and, nowadays almost everyone practices this iconoclast art.
In Italy, Situationism was also very well “chewed” especially by the author Stefano Tamburini (1955-1986) who, among other naughty experiences, made the amusing Snake Agent
(1984). Tamburini used to photocopy “classic” strips (like Secret Agent X-9), to re-create them and make a new comic story of people obsessed with deadlines and detailed timings. To
mock with the idea of timing and precision, the images were dragged into the photocopying giving an effect of “blurring” - just as when an object is photographed at a great speed.
Earlier, according to one unconfirmed legend, Tamburini had made “western” comics for the huge Italian industry of “Fumettis” (5), pouncing drawings from other similar comics.
With the advent of the photocopier and later computers, it became more or less common the use photography, “collages“ and insertion of objects or textures in illustration work.
Although, the aim of sampling real images (usually photographs) only serves as a kind of decoration without adding subversive elements into the narrative. The list where we can
find “collage” is endless: in superhero comics (John Byrne), the French comics (Piotr), the Spanish (Josep M. Béa), the Belgian (La Vache by Johann de Moor) and the British
influential Dave McKean. Thanks to him during one decade, illustrators almost lost their jobs because of designers who thought they could imitate the “McKeanish” illustration style
with their computers by adding some scanned textures on them. Before all these artists we can still find an important work of “collage” with text and image by outsider artist Henry
Darger (1892-1973) who made the greatest book in History with it 15,145 pages, and of course it is obligatory to mention the great Uruguayan/ Argentine master Alberto Breccia
(1919-1993) that could draw as well as with the usual markers, as well as with pasted paper. Between 1973 and 1979, Breccia published several comics adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft’s
tales (6), where he ironically used “collage” (photographs) in order to represent the un-representable (which is the fulcrum of the Lovecraftian work), these comics are perhaps the
virtuoso peak use of collage in comics art.
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In the 90s, the movement OuBaPo (7) arose supported by the members of
L’Association; they theorized a number of ideas to apply restrictions in order
to create comics different from the usual cânons. Twinned in the OuLiPo movement, that claimed they were mice who built a maze that they intended to leave,
among various proposals on comics exercises proposed in OuPus I (L’Association;
January 1997) we may find from the classic “detournement” (a Freud’s text in a
page of Little Nemo in Slumberland) to the diminution of the number of panels
in a comic already published - imagine an adventure in a Tintin’s album of 60
pages reduced to only 10 panels inserted on one page. Besides these exercises,
one can also see pasted elements of a comic in another comic and, even replace
graphic elements with new ones. This was a theorized and modelled Pandora’s
box that may have led authors from around the world to make comic exercises with the medium. Despite this, I doubt that the American author Hank
Retchum have read these theories written in French when he made the simple
page Menaced Dennis published in the first volume of Legal Action Comics
(Dirty Danny Legal Defense Fund, 2001). He uses close-ups of the typified
series Dennis The Menace – a comic about American middle class brat who
is always making foolish things - and he substitutes this very innocent and
funny appearance into a scene of domestic violence – one should remember
that USA is the country with the highest child poverty, child labour, not to
mention the psychological and sexual abuse statistics. Definitely something
innocent looking can be “remixed“ to something sinister.

(4) Another curiosity, both Ernst’s The Woman 100
heads and Chúmez’s Una
Biografia were adapted into films. The Woman (…)
was directed by the French
Eric Duvivier in 1968 and Una Biografia was direc
ted by the Greek Thanassis
Rentzis in 1975; maybe this one was the most faithf
ul comic book adaptation
into a film, though the director added an extra chapt
er.
(5) Assumingly it is a form of popular 70s comi
cs, made by underpaid and
anonymous authors, with stereotypical content,
such as Bonelli’s Tex...
(6) These Comics are exemplary gathered in Les
Mythes of Cthulu (Rackham,
2008).
(7) Ouvroir of Bande Dessinée Potentielle / Work

shop for Potential Comics

Among several initiatives produced by OuBaPo, the closest to the musical “remix” is without doubt Series OuMuPo (2004-06), six CDs released with the music label Ici, d’ailleurs.
Each CD is accompanied with a comics “booklet” where each “mouse”, being a musician
or a comics artist, invents their “maze that they intended to escape”. There was also a
general rule for each, they should use the sound and graphic material back catalogue of
the involved labels. So The Third Eye Foundation, DJ Hide, Rob Swift, DJ Krush,
Rubin Steiner & Kid Loco mixed record tracks of bands like Micro: Mega, Matt Elliot,
Yann Tiersen, Bästard, among other projects. They didn’t escape from the very logic
of electronic music “mix-tape” that was fashionable in the 90s - Hip Hop beats on a clubbing bourgeois environment - and even if many chose to mix the same themes they still
managed to convey the mixer’s personality: e.g. Steiner is more kitsch, Swift is more Rap,
etc... Likewise the comics’ authors Jochen Gerner, Luz, JC Menu, Dupuy-Berberian,
Killoffer and Étienne Lécroart using images of other authors published by L’Association
(José Parrondo, Matti Hagelberg, David B, Sfar, etc…) could show versatility of the
“mixing” and artistic identity. The best work was the Killoffer’s comix; this reproduces the
64 moves of a chess match between Marcel Duchamp and Edouard Verschueren in 1923.
However, there is a new generation of authors who are making a synthesis of all what I‘ve
been writing here like Dice Industries (Germany), Fredox (France) and Dunja Jancovic
(Croatia), who keep the “cutting and pasting” flame alive. They are preparing themselves
to stretch to a new level, although at the present time their works are more graphic
than narrative. Fredox uses “collages” to show a “porno-gore” world full of psycho-sexual
sores and social disorder - you may know it through the scary book Les Dossiers Noirs de
L’Histoire (Le Dernier Cri, 2001) that compiles his graphic work. Recently in Hopital Brut
anthologies we have been witnessing some works with sequences that are inserted in the
comic template. Dice Industries has been following an opposite way. He began by making
comics but it felt that everything was already drawn and he could not add anything new
in this form (8). So, he began using “collage” to boost new insights. Dice Industries uses
elements of popular Walt Disney comics (and alike) and commercial Manga to create
landscapes and abstractions. Most of this work has been displayed in galleries or small
self-published books – its “zine of life” is QWERT, already with 15 volumes released but
only the last 5 volumes are dedicated to the work of “collage”. In the latest issue of my
“zine of life” Mesinha de Cabeceira (#23: Winter; Chili Com Carne; 2012) Dice took a
series of “collages” and created a text that fits in this category of comics. Dunja, in her
book Circle Cycles Circuits (Firma; 2012), inserts “collages” serving the narrative and
merges them with her drawings; the images are overlaid, assembled and drawn on top. The
images are both figurative photographs or just abstract and geometric shapes. Are they
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In 2011 a book entitled Katz appeared that had the sad end of being destroyed on charges
of violating “copyright”. Katz replaced the heads of all animals in Maus by heads of cats
– I recall that in Maus, Jews are mice, the German are cats, the Polish are pigs, etc... By
making this substitution one of several raised questions is Spiegelman’s anthropomorphic
Manichaeism in the building of his work. The book was withdrawn from the market and
copies were destroyed in a revival episode that can be compared to when The JAMMs (later
The KLF) had to withdraw the copies of their records with ABBA samples. The barbarity
in 2012 is even worse than the one of 1987, as in the case of Katz, copies had to be destroyed including the digital file! The violent conclusion of this book sets forth that, after
all, comics still contain dangerous elements to explore in our world. It’s not a dead art.
Acknowledgements to Tommi Musturi, Bedeteca de Lisboa, Diniz Conefrey, Vitor Petel,
Ilan Manouach, Thanassis Rentzis, Valerio Bindi and Alberto Corradi. Translation by Ondina Pires.
Marcos Farrajota (1973) works in the Lisbon Comics Library (Bedeteca de Lisboa) and since
1992 publishes comics, literature and essays through his zine Mesinha de Cabeceira,
MMMNNNRRRG label and the Chili Com Carne Association. Sometimes makes autobiographic comix but only sometimes...

1. No Richard! No!
3. Now the doctor must mend your foot.
4. The veterinary will mend the fish.
5. No Richard! No!
7. Now the doctor must mend the veterinary.
8. The fish is dead and the veterinary is sad. Can you promise me not to repeat todays mistake?
9. Good, you are nodding your feet. I interpretate that as a “Yes”.

1. No Richard! No!
2. According to the law it is prohibited to duplicate objects!
3. Now the police must smash one of the objects!
4. Give me the duplication unit now!
6. Why did you duplicate me? / Why did you duplicate me?
7. Now the police must smash one of the objects! / Now the police must aj aj aj aj aj aj aj aj aj aj!
8. I grieve my own departure. You have made me very sad.
9. I see that you are duplicating my tears. This will amplify my mourning process and I can get over the loss faster / Thanks

